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Spatial arrangement has been shown to facilitate both detection of a threshold target by collinear ﬂankers
and detection of smooth chains within random arrays of suprathreshold elements. Here, we investigate
the effect of alignment between texture elements on orientation-based texture segmentation. Textures
composed of Gabor elements were used in a ﬁgure-discrimination task. The degree of collinearity within
the texture was manipulated, and threshold ﬁgure-ground orientation differences found. A facilitative
effect of collinearity on segmentation was seen, which was insensitive to Gabor carrier phase at the tex-
ture-element co-axial spacing of 3k used here. The pattern of results with respect to collinearity could not
be attributed simply to improved linkage of local orientation contrast at ﬁgure borders in isolation, and
instead suggests a role for the ﬁgure interior in texture segmentation.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Many studies have shown that texture segmentation can pro-
ceed from differences in orientation between regions (Caelli &
Moraglia, 1985; Landy & Bergen, 1991; Nothdurft, 1985). These
behavioural results are in agreement with what is known about
the response characteristics of neurons in V1, which are also
band-pass tuned for orientation (De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell,
1982; De Valois, Yund, & Hepler, 1982), and so perceptual aware-
ness of different textural regions can be explained as occurring
when regions cause activation in sufﬁciently distinct populations
of V1 neurons. However, the mechanisms by which disparate ele-
ments in the visual input come to be perceived as being part of the
same object are yet to be fully understood. ‘Linking’ or ‘binding’
presumably occurs across wide regions of visual space, corre-
sponding to physically adjacent populations of V1 neurons, and
leads to perception of surfaces with their associated properties.
There is a large body of work documenting the facilitative effect
of collinearity on aspects of perception other than texture segmen-
tation. For example, detection of a foveally presented Gabor target
is facilitated when ﬂanked by collinear, but spatially separated,
inducers of a higher contrast (Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994). This facil-
itatory effect is maximal at a target-ﬂanker centre-to-centre sepa-
ration of 2–3 carrier wavelengths (k), and decreases as separation
is increased. At moderately small separations, detection facilitation
operates only for same-phase Gabor patches. At separations of
greater than 3k though, facilitation occurs with opposite phase
Gabor targets and inducers (Zenger & Sagi, 1996). Dresp andll rights reserved.
.J. Harrison), D.R.T.Keeble@Grossberg found analogous results using line element targets and
ﬂankers (Dresp, 2000; Dresp & Grossberg, 1997). Detection facilita-
tion occurred only if the ﬂanking lines were of the same contrast
polarity as the target when stimuli were presented at small sepa-
rations, but at target-ﬂanker end-to-end separations of greater
than 20 arcmin, opposite contrast polarity ﬂankers also facilitated
detection of the target line.
Another extensively investigated example of the facilitative ef-
fect of collinearity is the preattentive ‘pop-out’ of contours of
aligned Gabor elements within a random Gabor background (Dakin
& Hess, 1998, 1999; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993, 2000). Similarly to
the facilitative effect of opposite-phase ﬂankers on target detec-
tion, contour pop-out also occurs for Gabors of alternating polarity
at a path-element separation of 3–4k, in foveal vision (Field et al.,
2000; Hess & Dakin, 1997), and possibly also at greater visual
eccentricities (Nugent, Keswani, Woods, & Peli, 2003). The contour
pop-out effect has also been shown using line elements in texture
arrangements, where densely packed elements overlapped (Moul-
den, 1994).
Both phenomena, facilitation of threshold target detection and
contour pop-out, demonstrate aspects of the visual system’s spe-
cialization for processing contours, a function that is beneﬁcial to
the integration of discontinuous edge signals in naturalistic visual
scenes. When potential contour fragments are abutting or barely
separated, the inﬂuence of co-axially aligned elements can be
attributed to intra-ﬁlter summation in V1, whereby adjacent ele-
ments directly input to the receptive ﬁeld of a neuron centred on
a target element and cause an increase in the ﬁring of the ‘‘target
cell” (Chen, Kasamatsu, Polat, & Norcia, 2001; Polat, Mizobe, Pettet,
Kasamatsu, & Norcia, 1998). At larger inter-element distances
however, insensitivity to the relative phase/polarity of adjacent
elements is evidence that facilitation cannot be accounted for by
Fig. 1. Example stimuli from Experiment 1. Top: The stimulus contains a central
rectangular block differing from its surround by the orientation of its texture
elements. The condition illustrated is the maximum level of collinearity (average
chain length = 1.55 elements), with same-polarity Gabors. The orientation differ-
ence shown here is 30 degrees, whereas actual thresholds for this condition were in
the range of 5–15 degrees. Bottom: A stimulus with the same texture element
placements, but with bullseye elements replacing Gabor elements. Performance
was at chance level for bullseye textures.
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ﬁlters. These results require a mechanism that links V1 responses
either within V1 itself or at higher cortical levels within non-linear
receptive ﬁelds.
The effects of alignment described above pertain to the percep-
tion of contours, or lines of isolated elements. In these cases, the
feature being facilitated is the same feature that is subject to the
alignment property. But does element alignment have an effect
within a texture surface, rather than when enclosing a surface or
creating a contour feature? How does the spatial arrangement of
texture elements affect our perception of a texture-deﬁned ﬁgural
region? In this case, the target of interest is a ﬁgure, which is de-
ﬁned by edges that are subjective contours along a line of orienta-
tion discontinuities and which are not subject to the alignment
property themselves. Many computational models of texture seg-
mentation have as a ﬁrst stage the differential activation of banks
of orientation-tuned ﬁlters, established as being instantiated in V1
neurons (for a review of models, see Bergen, 1991). The initial ﬁl-
tering stage is followed by a non-linear transformation (usually
some form of rectiﬁcation) of the ﬁlter-response, and then a second
ﬁltering stage that extracts texture orientation-contrast bound-
aries (cf. Bergen & Landy, 1991; Field et al., 1993; Malik & Perona,
1990). In their simplest form, these ‘‘back-pocket” (Chubb & Landy,
1991) or Filter-Rectify-Filter (FRF) models omit consideration of
the inﬂuence of the spatial arrangement of the elements, which
are assumed to activate independent ﬁrst-stage ﬁlters. There are
also models (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Lee, 1995; Li, 2000;
Thielscher & Neumann, 2003) that strongly emphasize the interac-
tions between ﬁrst-stage (and other) ﬁlters. We refer to them for
convenience as neural diffusion models, as they tend to be aimed
more directly at modelling actual neural networks than FRF mod-
els, and because of the tendency in these models for properties de-
tected at one ﬁlter to diffuse laterally across the ﬁlter array.
The experiments that followwere conducted to explore the inﬂu-
enceof texture-element alignment inorientation-based texture seg-
mentation (OBTS). The threshold orientation difference between a
ﬁgural block and its surround was found in a discrimination task,
for different levels of collinearity within the ﬁgure and ground tex-
ture surfaces. Unchanged discrimination performance with varying
texture collinearity would not challenge existing models of texture
segmentation. However if it transpires that texture collinearity does
affect discrimination performance, this will constrain the possible
mechanisms of texture segmentation.2. Methods
2.1. General methods and procedure
Stimuli were gray-level textures composed of non-overlapping
Gabor patches presented at maximal contrast on a uniform back-
ground. Stimulus textures contained a central rectangle, differing
from the background by the orientation of its elements (Fig. 1a).
The difference in orientation was the independent variable. As it
has been shown that the orientation of the element lines relative
to the orientation of the texture edge can affect performance
(Nothdurft, 1992; Wolfson & Landy, 1995), we randomized the
baseline orientation on a trial-by-trial basis. A blank screen con-
taining a central black ﬁxation spot was presented for 505 ms prior
to stimulus presentation. The stimulus texture was presented for
106 ms, followed by a blank interval of 505 ms, and then a mask
texture for 106 ms. The screen then remained blank until the sub-
ject indicated with a key press whether the central rectangular ﬁg-
ure was horizontal or vertical (two alternative forced choice). An
incorrect response was signalled with a feedback tone, and after
a short delay the next trial was presented.2.2. Stimuli and apparatus
Experiments were programmed in C, and used the Video Tool-
box extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Experiments were
run in two different laboratories: In one, stimuli were produced
using a G3 PowerMac computer and displayed on a ProNitron
monitor; in the other, stimuli were produced and displayed on
an iMac. Both displays were gamma corrected. Both monitors were
viewed at a distance that resulted in a total stimulus size of 38
degrees  29 degrees. The rectangular ﬁgural region subtended
11.7  18.3 degrees of visual angle, and was randomly offset from
the center of the screen by approximately 3.25 degrees in one of
the four oblique directions. Hence the closest ﬁgure-ground border
was 3.5 degrees of visual angle from the ﬁxation point.
Texture elements were circular Gabor patches (Graham, 1989),
with a carrier wavelength (k) of 16 arcmin and an envelope stan-
dard deviation (sd) of 8 arcmin. This combination of parameters re-
sults in patches with a peak spatial frequency of 3.75 cycles deg1
and containing two to three visible cycles. This size of Gabor patch
optimally stimulates simple receptors in V1, while still being visi-
ble in the periphery of the visual ﬁeld (Caelli & Moraglia, 1985;
Marcelja, 1980; Watson, Barlow, & Robson, 1983; Webster & De
Valois, 1985). The following experiments used Gabors presented
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dition, all Gabors were presented in the same cosine phase, and
hence Gabors that were aligned by the center of their envelopes
were also aligned in terms of the phase of their carrier. In the
‘‘alternating polarity” condition, aligned Gabors alternated be-
tween opposite cosine phases and hence their carriers were
aligned in structure, but not in their phase. In the ‘‘random phase”
condition, Gabors were assigned a phase anywhere between 0 and
360 with equal probability. Because this could still result in adja-
cent Gabors occasionally having the same or very similar phase,
one further condition was also tested; in the ‘‘1/4-phase offset”
condition, adjacent Gabors were aligned by their envelope centers
as in all other conditions but their carrier phases were offset by 90
degrees, such that neither the phase nor the structure of the carrier
could be in alignment. (Phases of 0, 90, 180 and 270were used.)
Control trials used radial Gabor patches as texture elements (a ra-
dial sinusoidal grating windowed by a Gaussian function, which
we will refer to as a ‘‘bullseye” patch), with the same wavelength
and standard deviation as for Gabor patches. Bullseye patches con-
tain no local orientation information, as the carrier grating is radial.
2.3. Stimulus construction
Stimuli were composed of chains of Gabors aligned by the cen-
ter of their Gaussian envelopes, in the direction of their carrier ori-
entation. The degree of collinearity within a texture stimulus was
controlled by the maximum number of elements that could be
placed in perfect alignment. Our requirement was to manipulate
texture collinearity in a way that did not result in texture density
changes at ﬁgure edges, as this would be a confounding cue for ﬁg-
ure discrimination. Chains were generated as follows: a screen pix-
el was chosen at random, and was accepted as an element location
providing it exceeded a speciﬁed distance from all previously
placed elements. The orientation of the element was allocated
according to whether it fell inside or outside the previously deﬁned
central ﬁgure. There was then a probability of 0.75 that the next
element would be placed in co-axial alignment with the last, again,
on condition that it exceeded a speciﬁed distance from all previ-
ously placed elements. In addition, a chain of elements was not
permitted to cross the boundary between the ﬁgure and surround.
When the maximum chain length was reached, or in the event of
the chain being terminated sooner due to reaching a previously
placed element or a ﬁgure-ground border, another random pixel
was chosen and the sequence started again. This process was iter-
ated until the speciﬁed number of elements had been placed. For
each stimulus a distribution of chain lengths was therefore pro-
duced, and so we used the average (i.e. mean), rather than the
maximum, chain length to describe the degree of collinearity with-
in the stimuli. The maximum chain length parameters were 1, 2, 3,
4 and 5, producing stimuli with mean chain lengths (measured
from several sample stimuli, quoted here to 2 decimal places) of
1, 1.27, 1.42, 1.50 and 1.55, respectively.
Consecutive elements within a collinear chain were placed at a
center-to-center distance of 3k (48 arcmin). Element spacing in
this axial direction was jittered in order to disrupt the formation
of regular patterns within the texture. Regularity would have made
the presence of terminating element chains at the texture border
locations more noticeable, which would be an unwanted cue for
texture segmentation. The exact element spacing was drawn at
random from a rectangular distribution that extended 7 arcmin
either side of the chosen axial separation of 48 arcmin. So as to pre-
vent new elements impinging on previously placed elements, new
element locations required a minimal center-to-center separation
of 48 arcmin from all surrounding, previously placed elements.
For mask stimuli, elements were randomly placed and randomly
oriented, with the same minimum centre-to-centre distance of48 arcmin. Stimuli and masks both contained 1200 Gabor
elements.
2.4. Subjects
Four subjects completed all parts of the experiment. Subjects
S.H. and D.K., the authors, were experienced psychophysical
observers. Subjects D.O. and N.K. were naïve observers.
3. Experiment 1
The aim of Experiment 1 was to ascertain whether there was an
effect of texture collinearity on orientation-based texture segmen-
tation, and if so, whether it was dependent on phase-alignment of
adjacent Gabors. We investigated the effect of increasing texture
collinearity in the ﬁgure discrimination task, and under the four
texture alignment conditions as described previously. The same
ﬁgure discrimination task was also conducted using textures com-
posed of bullseye elements (Fig. 1b). This condition was included in
order to assess whether our manipulation of texture collinearity
was causing confounding changes in the stimulus, such as altering
texture element density close to the ﬁgure borders, which could be
used to perform the discrimination task independently of the ori-
entation contrast between the ﬁgure and ground regions.
Trials were blocked for alignment condition (same, alternating,
random, 1/4-phase offset, and the control bullseye condition).
Blocks consisted of 150 interleaved trials covering ﬁve levels of
texture collinearity and six levels of ﬁgure-ground orientation dif-
ference. Initial practice trials ensured that subjects were familiar
with the task and that their performance was consistent. The levels
of ﬁgure-ground orientation difference were set for each individual
on the basis of their performance in practice trials. Each subject
completed 6 cycles of ﬁve blocks, corresponding to the ﬁve align-
ment conditions, with the order of alignment conditions within
each cycle randomized. The resultant psychometric function for
each alignment condition and each level of collinearity consisted
of 180 trials.
3.1. Experiment 1: Results
For each alignment condition and each level of collinearity, the
threshold orientation difference (corresponding to performance of
82% correct) was determined by ﬁtting a Weibull function to the
data using a maximum likelihood method, which produces 67%
conﬁdence intervals by a Monte Carlo method (Press, Flannery,
Teukolsky, & Vetterling, 1998). Thresholds for the four subjects
are shown in Fig. 2a–d. Note that data for different subjects is pre-
sented at different scales on the y-axis. Data sets were ﬁt with
straight lines, with each data point weighted by the inverse of its
variance (using the 67% conﬁdence intervals as an approximation
of the standard error of each data point). We do not claim any the-
oretical signiﬁcance of a linear relationship between the average
chain length and discrimination thresholds, however the resultant
gradient gave a succinct description of the data trend. The gradi-
ents of the straight lines are represented in Fig. 2e–h, and depict
the pattern of the data.
On inspection, it is clear that there is a trend for increasing tex-
ture collinearity to result in lower thresholds for ﬁgure discrimina-
tion. A two-way ANOVA (alignment condition  collinearity level)
conﬁrmed that the alignment conditions were not signiﬁcantly dif-
ferent from each other. Additionally, the interaction of alignment
condition and collinearity level was insigniﬁcant, that is, the way
in which the thresholds varied with increasing collinearity was
the same for all alignment conditions. However, collinearity level
was highly signiﬁcant (p < .05, F(4,12) = 7.35), reﬂecting the de-
crease in thresholds with increasing collinearity.
Fig. 2. Results for Experiment 1. (a–d) Thresholds for the four subjects. Note that the scale of the y-axis varies between subjects, so as to best present the data. Thresholds
from each alignment condition are ﬁt with straight lines, with each threshold weighted by the inverse of its variance (using the 67% conﬁdence interval as an approximation
of the standard error of each data point). (e–h) Gradients of the straight line ﬁts to the thresholds of each alignment condition. Errors are ±1 SE.
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mance was at chance across all collinearity conditions. This result
is important because it veriﬁes that our manipulation of texture
collinearity was successful in altering alignment between adjacent
elements within the texture surface without causing confounding
changes in element density at ﬁgure edges. Such density changes,
had they occurred, would have meant that ﬁgure edges could be
detected directly by second-order linear ﬁlters independently of
any changes within the ﬁgure texture surface itself. Subjects’
inability to segment the bullseye texture shows that the pattern
of performance is caused by changes in the salience of the orienta-
tion information in the stimulus.By what means could an increase in texture collinearity in-
crease the strength with which our texture stimuli segment? One
possibility is that the ﬁgure region, and perhaps also the ground,
is more strongly represented in some way that makes ﬁgure and
ground more separable, or makes the elements within the two re-
gions group together more readily. However, another possibility is
that the salience of the orientation discontinuity at the ﬁgure edges
is somehow increased when texture elements adjacent to the bor-
der have collinear ﬂankers, perhaps a kind of heightened sensitiv-
ity to orientation-contrast. We would consider this to be a
possibility because it has been shown that an orientation singular-
ity pops-out more strongly from a collinear than a non-collinear
S.J. Harrison, D.R.T. Keeble / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1955–1964 1959background (Meigen, Lagreze, & Bach, 1994); the pop-out and sub-
sequent linking of such singularities could underlie the extraction
of orientation-gradient borders. If this were the mechanism by
which texture collinearity was facilitating segmentation in our
stimuli, the interior of the ﬁgural region distal to the borders would
be of little consequence. To investigate this possibility, we con-
ducted another experiment using stimuli where the rectangular
ﬁgures were only present only in outline form, rather than as solid
blocks of contrasting orientation. If the effect of collinearity in our
task is on the pop-out of local orientation contrast, then removing
the central region of the texture block and replacing it with
‘‘ground” texture should not alter the pattern of performance with
collinearity.
4. Experiment 2
For this experiment we used two types of stimuli, one where
the rectangular ﬁgure was a solid block of contrasting orientation,
as described in Experiment 1, and one where the rectangular ﬁgure
was present only in outline form (Fig. 3). To create the ‘‘outline”
stimuli, the outer ﬁgure border remained unchanged, but an addi-
tional inner border was deﬁned. Texture element placements that
fell between the two borders were allocated the ﬁgure orientation
whereas elements within the inner border had the same orienta-
tion as the surrounding ‘‘ground” region, hence the region of con-
trasting texture orientation formed a rectangular outline. The inner
border lay 30 arcmin inside the outer border. Although this border
width is smaller than the prescribed intra-element distance of
48 arcmin, it appeared to give an optimum ‘‘outline” percept. Addi-
tionally, it rarely permitted the outline to be two elements in
depth, meaning that the internal texture structure of the outline
region was seldom affected by the level of collinearity. However,
the background texture that the rectangular outline was embedded
in varied in collinearity as before.
By comparing thresholds for ‘‘outline” stimuli with those for
‘‘solid” stimuli as used previously, we aimed to differentiate be-
tween the effect of element co-axial alignment on local edge-
detection and on region-based processes. This is because the local
borders of the rectangular ﬁgure are the same for both outline and
solid stimuli; the only difference is that the outline ﬁgures have no
interior as it has been made to be the same as the ground. If the ﬁg-
ure interior is unimportant to mechanisms underlying perfor-Fig. 3. Example ‘outline’ stimulus from Experiment 2. The stimulus contains a
central rectangular outline differing from its surround by the orientation of its
texture elements. The condition illustrated is the maximum level of collinearity
(average chain length = 1.55 elements), with alternating-polarity Gabors. The
orientation contrast shown here is 30 degrees, whereas experimental thresholds
were in the range of 10–20 degrees.mance in our discrimination task, then the outline condition
should show an effect of collinearity as does the solid condition.
Both types of stimuli were tested in the same-polarity alignment
condition and the alternating polarity alignment condition, and tri-
als were blocked for the four combinations of solid vs. outline ﬁg-
ure and same vs. alternating polarity. All other methods are as
described for Experiment 1. Subjects D.O. and N.K. completed these
trials at the same time as the trials for Experiment 1, and so their
data for the same-polarity and alternating-polarity solid conditions
is identical to that presented previously. Subjects S.H. and D.K.
were retested on the same-polarity and alternating-polarity solid
conditions as some time had elapsed since their completion of
Experiment 1. Hence all solid and outline trials in Experiment 2
were completed concurrently for all subjects, avoiding within-sub-
ject differences in performance caused by training effects or spe-
cialization in strategies for one particular type of stimulus.
4.1. Experiment 2: Results
Thresholds were extracted from the data as before, and are pre-
sented in Fig. 4a–d. Again, note that thresholds for each subject are
presented at different scales on the y-axis. On inspection, it is
immediately apparent that the pattern of the data between the so-
lid and outline conditions is noticeably different. Thresholds in the
solid conditions decrease with increasing collinearity, whereas
those for outline conditions do not, with the exception of subject
D.O. However, at the lowest collinearity level, performance in the
outline conditions is often equal or better than the solid condition.
This may be because the saliency of the ﬁgure edge is especially
heightened when there is orientation contrast on both sides in
the outline stimulus, as opposed to on only one side in the solid
stimulus. Data sets were ﬁt with straight lines, as in Experiment
1; the corresponding gradients are presented in Fig. 4e–h.
A three-way ANOVA (ﬁgure condition  alignment condi-
tion  collinearity level) conﬁrmed that thresholds for solid and
outline stimuli were not signiﬁcantly different overall. Collinearity
level was not signiﬁcant due to the different pattern of thresholds
in the solid and outline conditions, however the interaction of col-
linearity with ﬁgure condition was signiﬁcant (p < .05, F(4,12) =
3.9), reﬂecting different trends of thresholds with increasing
collinearity for solid ﬁgures compared to outline ﬁgures. As in
Experiment 1, performance in the different alignment conditions
was not signiﬁcantly different, either overall or in interaction with
ﬁgure condition.
The fact that increasing collinearity is linked to a decrease in
thresholds only for solid ﬁgure stimuli suggests that the effect of
texture element alignment is on the processing of the ﬁgure inte-
rior. However, the observation that the discrimination task can also
be performed in the outline condition demonstrates the existence
of an alternative mechanism that can extract the ﬁgural shape on
the basis of salient edge locations only, which would presumably
require that these locations be ‘‘bound” so as to generate a form
percept. We would therefore infer that one possible explanation
for the effect of collinearity in the solid ﬁgure condition is that
the strength of the ﬁgure edges, which deﬁne the rectangular
shape and enable correct performance in this discrimination task,
is linked to the strength of representation of the ﬁgure interior. Un-
der this scheme of events, the ﬁgure interior would beneﬁt from
collinearity in some way, and this would then impact on edge rep-
resentation and consequent discrimination performance. An alter-
native possibility is that rather than being indicative of an
interaction between the ﬁgure interior surface and the ﬁgure bor-
ders, the pattern of performance in the solid ﬁgure condition is
attributable to entirely different processes, perhaps a large-scale
FRF-type mechanism, which is affected by collinearity. Both possi-
bilities are considered in more detail in the Discussion section.
Fig. 4. Results for Experiment 2. (a–d) Thresholds for the four subjects. Note that the scale of the y-axis varies between subjects, so as to best present the data. Thresholds
from each combination of ﬁgure and alignment condition are ﬁt with straight lines, with each threshold weighted by the inverse of its variance (using the 67% conﬁdence
interval as an approximation of the standard error of each data point). (e–h) Gradients of the straight line ﬁts to the thresholds of each alignment condition. Errors are ±1 SE.
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A critical inﬂuence of spatial alignment has been extensively
demonstrated for threshold detection of a single element located
between two ﬂanking elements (Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994), and
for detection of a suprathreshold chain of elements embedded in
a randomly-oriented surround (Dakin & Hess, 1998, 1999; Field
et al.,1993, 2000). In both of these psychophysical tasks the aligned
elements are themselves the target or boundary to be detected. The
present study investigated the role of alignment within a texture
surface, rather than when alignment is a direct property of the tar-
get feature to be detected, in an orientation-based texture segmen-tation task. We found that texture collinearity does indeed affect
segmentation, with orientation-contrast thresholds decreasing as
collinearity increases.
An effect of this particular kind of spatial arrangement (i.e. col-
linearity) within a texture surface on supra-threshold texture seg-
mentation has not to our knowledge been reported elsewhere.
Alignment between texture elements and a neighbouring orienta-
tion contrast-deﬁned boundary is known to facilitate segmentation
(Nothdurft, 1992;Wolfson & Landy, 1995); however because in our
study we randomized the orientation of texture elements relative
to ﬁgure edges and additionally did not restrict element place-
ments using a grid, we were able to deconfound this known effect
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cal to a ﬁgure edge. Many current models of texture segmentation
do not allow for an effect of collinearity within a texture surface. In
particular, FRF models of texture perception, in their simplest form,
would not account for our results, as it is assumed that the re-
sponses of spatially separated ﬁrst-stage localized detectors are
independent of each other. In contrast, our results imply some
form of interaction, both within the ﬁgural interior, and perhaps
also between the interior and the ﬁgure edges by which we dis-
criminate its shape.
In comparison to our ﬁndings, a facilitative effect of alignment
on texture salience was not found by Prins et al. in a task requiring
discrimination of high and low-frequency orientation modulation
in texture structure (Prins, Nottingham, & Mussap, 2003). Their
textures were very similar to ours in that they were created by lay-
ing down chains of Gabor elements aligned by their Gaussian enve-
lopes. They found that discrimination performance was not
affected by jittering the position of elements whilst keeping the
carrier orientation consistent with the overall orientation modula-
tion, a manipulation that would be predicted to weaken grouping
of collinear arrangements. They concluded that a mechanism sen-
sitive to global orientation change was operating and that, of par-
ticular pertinence to the present study, grouping processes among
adjacent elements were not relevant to texture perception. Clearly
this result is very different to ours, and there are several possible
reasons for this. Their textures had a greater inter-element separa-
tion than ours (4k vs. 3k), a factor that is known to decrease collin-
ear facilitation (Polat & Sagi, 1993). Notably, their task was
distinctly different to ours; subjects discriminated spatial fre-
quency differences in texture orientation modulations as opposed
to segmenting a shape from a disparate background. Hence the dif-
ference between our results and those of Prins et al. (2003) could
also be the result of different mechanisms underlying the two
tasks. One further possible reason for the lack of collinear facilita-
tion in their study is that chains of Gabor elements were curved
and hence exact collinearity never occurred.
5.1. Relationship of our results to other ﬁndings of facilitation by
alignment
As mentioned in the Introduction, a number of other studies
have found effects of alignment in psychophysical tasks other than
those directly relating to texture perception. These show some
similarities with our work. In particular, insensitivity to phase at
element separations comparable to that used in the current exper-
iments has previously been demonstrated for threshold detection
of target Gabor elements when presented together with collinear
ﬂanking elements (Zenger & Sagi, 1996) and of line elements when
presented with collinear ﬂanking elements (Dresp, 1999). Likewise,
contours of aligned Gabors presented in a random Gabor back-
ground can be detected when contours are composed of elements
of alternating-phase (Field et al., 2000; Hess & Dakin, 1997; Nugent
et al., 2003), as can chains of lines of alternating polarity in a ran-
dom line background (Moulden, 1994). The issue thus arises as to
whether the mechanisms suggested to underlie these and other
perceptual phenomena relating to alignment can explain our re-
sults. We outline three broad categories of mechanisms, and their
suggested physiological substrates, that have been proposed to ac-
count for the visual system’s ability to integrate contours over
phase.
Moulden (1994) explained the perception of a coherent group of
aligned line segments from amongst a background of randomly-
oriented segments in terms of ‘collator units’, second-stage ori-
ented ﬁlters that sum the output of ﬁrst-stage linear ﬁlters falling
within an elongated receptive ﬁeld. Elongated ‘collator’ or ‘collec-
tor’ units have also been used to explain vernier perception (Levi& Waugh, 1996; Mussap & Levi, 1996, 1997), perception of diago-
nals in grid patterns and the Fraser illusion (Morgan & Hotopf,
1989), and the encoding of second-order orientation signals (Mor-
gan & Baldassi, 1997; Morgan, Mason, & Baldassi, 2000). Their
physiological substrate is proposed to be in the long receptive
ﬁelds in layer 6 of V1 (DeAngelis, Freeman, & Ohzawa, 1994; Gil-
bert & Wiesel, 1985; Sceniak, Hawken, & Shapley, 2001). Summa-
tion of input signals from adjacent collinear elements within a
ﬁrst-order receptive ﬁeld cannot explain facilitative effects be-
tween elements of opposite phase. However if integration by elon-
gated receptive ﬁelds at a second stage of processing was
insensitive to phase, then such a mechanism could promote the
salience of collinear arrangements such as in our stimuli.
Other types of second-order ﬁlter would also sufﬁce to promote
the salience of collinear arrangements. Bipolar cells, with a double-
lobed AND-gate function, were originally proposed to account for
the V2 neural response to subjective contours (Grossberg & Mingo-
lla, 1985; Peterhans, von der Heydt, & Baumgartner, 1986; von der
Heydt, Peterhans, & Baumgartner, 1984). Their two elongated lobes
are aligned along the axis of their preferred orientation. Their input
is proposed to be from V1 complex cells, hence as well as linking
collinear arrangements, a bipolar mechanism would also fulﬁl
the requirement of insensitivity to phase-reversal. It is not clear
that bipolar and collator cells need be different structures, as many
examples used as evidence of one are also compatible with the
other (cf. Wehrhahn & Dresp, 1998).
A third possibility is that ‘‘collation” could in fact be imple-
mented without a further stage of ﬁltering, by co-operative inter-
actions between aligned and co-axial units. With regard to the
non-independence of localized ﬁlters, it has been extensively dem-
onstrated that the response of cells in V1 to a target stimulus is al-
tered by stimuli outside of the classical receptive ﬁeld (CRF), or the
surrounding ‘contextual’ stimuli (Chen et al., 2001; Kapadia, Ito,
Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995; Kasamatsu, Polat, Pettet, & Norcia,
2001; Li & Li, 1994; Mizobe, Polat, Pettet, & Kasamatsu, 2001; Nel-
son & Frost, 1985; Polat et al., 1998). The modulation of target cell
response due to adjacent orientation signals is widely hypothes-
ised to be mediated by horizontal connections that exist between
cells in V1. Studies have found that the excitatory connections
are more numerous between neurons that are tuned to the same
orientation, and may also exhibit a preference for co-axial align-
ment (Bosking, Zhang, Schoﬁeld, & Fitzpatrick, 1997; Mitchison &
Crick, 1982; Nelson & Frost, 1985; Schmidt, Goebel, Lowel, & Sing-
er, 1997). The existence of simple cells tuned to the full continuum
of phases, and the non-selectivity of complex cells for phase, would
make a facilitated spread of activation within V1 neurons invariant
to relative phase of adjacent co-axial texture elements without
requiring a second-stage ﬁlter to rectify the outputs of phase-sen-
sitive cells.
Any of the above three mechanisms could underlie the known
effect of collinearity in target threshold detection and contour
pop-out tasks, where the feature of interest is itself part of a collin-
ear arrangement. However, could they also provide the basis for
the effect of collinearity within a texture region that we have ob-
served here? The improved performance with increasing collinear-
ity found in our experiments could be due to heightened overall
activation within ﬁgure and ground regions, either in ﬁrst-order
linear ﬁlters or in second-order mechanisms such as the bipolar
or collator ﬁlters already mentioned. Heightened activation could
facilitate comparison between ‘‘maps” of neurons representing
activity at different orientations, and hence highlight contrasts in
feature properties between regions that could be extracted by
large-scale FRF mechanisms. For instance, although a homoge-
neous surround suppresses V1 response to a target (Kastner, Noth-
durft, & Pigarev, 1997; Knierim & van Essen, 1992), response to a
target element belonging to a collinear arrangement but located
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different spatial arrangements within a homogeneous texture re-
gion can increase or decrease responses throughout the surface
of neurons responding to the texture. Another possibility is that
neurons responding to the collinear arrangements of elements
have synchronized response oscillations, known as binding by
temporal synchrony (Engel, Konig, & Singer, 1991; Gray, Konig, En-
gel, & Singer, 1989). Linking of collinear arrangements in this way
could be hypothesized to heighten their salience.
Another mechanism by which collinearity within a surface
could potentially enhance the saliency of our solid texture ﬁgures
would be by reinforcing the same edge representation that is used
to perform the task for outline ﬁgures, a possibility suggested
previously.
Hence one interpretation of our results is that manipulation of
the texture surface was affecting perception of saliency of the ﬁg-
ure borders. A potential interaction between texture borders and
the texture surface is reminiscent of work done by Caputo
(1998), who used a psychophysical masking procedure to show
that the texture surface was ‘‘ﬁlled in”, ﬂowing away from orienta-
tion-gradient borders. It was concluded that ﬁlling in of the surface
was initiated at texture-gradient boundaries. Caputo (1998) sug-
gested that lateral connections within V1 could be the means by
which texture surface ‘‘ﬂow” is spread. Equally, ‘‘ﬂow” could be
instantiated in second-stage bipolar or collator units as previously
discussed.
The effect of texture element alignment within homogeneous
regions on the observed texture ﬂow was not explored in Caputo’s
(1998) study. However the study does allow for the possibility that
collinear arrangements of adjacent elements could enhance the co-
orientation ‘‘ﬂow” effect and so promote texture segmentation by
facilitating a ‘‘spread” of texture surface percepts between borders.
Such an account appears to be in accord with our observation of
collinear facilitation in our solid stimuli, although we would sug-
gest that surface ﬂow could also commence within homogeneous
texture regions and grow outwards when the orientation contrast
at texture borders is at threshold levels, as in our stimuli. However
it is unclear why ‘‘ﬂow” would not also consolidate the interior sur-
face in our outline stimuli. One possibility is that the strengthening
of the like-surfaces both interior and exterior to the outline ﬁgure
serves to bind the two surfaces together and weaken the salience
of the outline (see Fig. 3). We would have to admit that this expla-
nation, while ﬁtting with our own experience of the appearance of
the stimuli, is somewhat novel and speculatory.
It is clear that a number of observed physiological and psycho-
physical results could be related to and perhaps underpin our re-
sults. However the exact means by which the above mechanisms
would lead to improved performance in our task is not clear, be-
cause they have not been studied in the context of perception of
texture regions with varying degrees of collinearity.
5.2. Relationship of our results to existing computational models of
texture perception
There are two broad categories of models that purport to model
or explain human texture perception. The ﬁrst is the ‘‘ﬁlter-rectify-
ﬁlter” (FRF) or back-pocket model referred to earlier. Simple back-
pocket/FRF models of texture segmentation (e.g. Bergen & Adelson,
1988) could not explain an effect of collinearity within a surface, as
they do not allow for interactions between spatially-separated
ﬁrst-stage ﬁlters. Although somemodiﬁed FRF models, such as that
of Malik and Perona (1990) and Landy and Bergen (1991) and the
proposed model of Wolfson and Landy (1999) do employ inter-ﬁl-
ter interactions, we are not aware of any that utilize speciﬁcally
collinear facilitation and so could explain our results. Similarly,
models for the detection of large-scale sinusoidal texture ﬂows(Kingdom & Keeble, 1996; Kwan & Regan, 1998; Prins & Mussap,
2000) which employ second-order ﬁlters have not considered a
role for collinear facilitation, and so could not explain our results.
They would, however, be differentially sensitive to vertical and
horizontal blocks of texture, as used in the present study, and so
could potentially perform the task of discriminating between the
two. Although FRF models have not to our knowledge considered
a role for collinear facilitation, ﬁndings with respect to the per-
ceived location of texture borders (Popple, 2003) do suggest that
FRF mechanisms, as opposed to contextual interactions between
local ﬁrst-stage ﬁlters, underlie the segmentation of large texture
regions such as our ‘‘solid” stimuli.
The second group of models (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985; Lee,
1995; Li, 2000; Thielscher & Neumann, 2003), which we term neu-
ral diffusion models, regards the interactions between cortical ﬁl-
ters as intrinsic to the function of the ensemble of cortical
neurons. These interactions can either be between ﬁlters within
the same level (e.g. V1) or can involve feedback between cortical
levels. The existence of these interactions allows for contextual ef-
fects to occur naturally in these models in a way that could poten-
tially explain our results.
The model proposed by Grossberg and Mingolla (1985) employs
a Boundary Contour System (BCS) and a Feature Contour System
(FCS), with the BCS being responsible for extracting boundaries
and the FCS for representing area properties. A ﬁlling-in process
within the FCS involves lateral spreading, or diffusion, proposed
to occur within V1/V2, and inﬂuenced by the BCS. The spreading
is partially mediated by ‘bipolar’ cells proposed to reside in V2.
Bipolar cell receptive ﬁelds are weighted in preference to collinear
arrangements of input, and the FCS would therefore provide a re-
sponse to our stimuli that would vary with collinearity in the same
way as our psychophysical results. However, such a model does
not sufﬁce, as it stands, to explain our results, as the surface
(FCS) does not inﬂuence the boundary representation (BCS) by
which ﬁgural regions are delineated. Using a Bayesian approach,
Lee (1995) presented a model similar in its proposals regarding
functionality to the model presented by Grossberg and Mingolla
(1985). Lee’s model however, allowed both for the boundary sys-
tem to inﬂuence the surface system and vice versa, critical for
applicability to our results. However, there was no mechanism
by which collinear facilitation could be implemented in this model,
so in its current form it would not be able to successfully model our
results.
The model of Li is particularly relevant when considering the
role of collinearity in texture segmentation (Li, 1999, 2000, 2002;
Zhaoping, 2003). The model proposes that facilitation by collinear
orientations and inhibition by parallel orientations compete to
inﬂuence the responses of ﬁrst-order ﬁlters, which mimic orienta-
tionally-tuned V1 neurons. The model can reproduce psychophys-
ical results such as pop-out, texture segmentation and fragmented
contour detection, in the sense that the responses of the ﬁrst-order
ﬁlters are enhanced at the points of interest in these tasks. This
model would therefore presumably also respond to our stimuli
by producing enhancement that monotonically increases with col-
linearity. However, it is not clear how the enhancement of re-
sponse provided by Li’s model is further processed to provide a
representation of form or surface. In addition, it appears that this
model would predict stronger segmentation with increasing collin-
earity both for our solid condition and for our outline condition,
contrary to what we observed psychophysically.
A ﬁnal model of interest due to its potential to explain our re-
sults is that of Thielscher and Neumann (2003). In their model,
bipolar cells in V2 are used to link fragmented contour segments
initially detected in V1. The integration of border signals on the
most global scale is accomplished by large receptive ﬁelds in V4;
borders still have optimal spatial resolution due to centre-sur-
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tion, and recurrent interaction with smaller receptive ﬁelds operat-
ing at lower-levels. The inclusion of recurrent interactions between
surface and border representations, together with the use of bipo-
lar cells that highlight collinear arrangements, lends this model the
basic machinery to explain our observations in the experiments
presented here.
In short, whether FRF or neural diffusion models are considered,
our results show that they should include a collinearity-sensitive
stage. One possibility is that some sort of surface-diffusion mech-
anism that is sensitive to collinearity, combined with a rather local
border-extraction mechanism that is insensitive to collinearity,
mediates segmentation of solid ﬁgures in Experiment 1, whereas
only the collinearity-insensitive border extraction mechanism acts
on the outline ﬁgures in Experiment 2. This explanation is more in
keeping with the ‘‘neural diffusion” type of model discussed above.
An alternative and perhaps more conventional explanation for our
results is that segmentation of solid stimuli is simply mediated by
an FRF model with very large second-stage ﬁlters (in order that
they may be stimulated by our large blocks) with collinear facilita-
tion at some prior stage. Segmentation of the outline stimuli could
deﬁnitely not be achieved by a large FRF ﬁlter, as there are no large
areas of differing orientation. In this case, segmentation of outline
stimuli would be achieved by an entirely independent mechanism
that was not sensitive to collinearity.
6. Conclusion
We have demonstrated that texture collinearity affects our per-
ception of texture regions. Collinearity within textural regions in-
creased the strength with which they segmented on the basis of
orientation contrast. This ﬁnding extends the literature on facilita-
tion of visual function by collinearity to the domain of texture seg-
mentation. Our results therefore have important implications for
models of texture segmentation: (1) the non-linear processes that
are widely believed to occur after linear ﬁltering must include col-
linear facilitation; (2) this is not phase-speciﬁc and (3) the fact that
spatial arrangement of the texture surface can alter segmentation
performance demonstrates that ‘grouping’ of discrete elements
need not arise solely from edge detection based on feature con-
trast, but that the ﬁgure interior plays a role in texture segmenta-
tion also.
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